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George III, Sixpence, 1787, with hearts, S.3749. aUNC £80.00

Victoria, Five Pounds, 1887, S.3864. With mint bloom. gVF £1,950.00

Victoria, Two Pounds, 1887, S.3865. Nice tone. EF £750.00

Victoria, Half sovereign, 1887, M478. Mint bloom. gEF/aUNC £250.00

Victoria, Florin, 1887, S3925. UNC £70.00

Victoria, Sixpence, 1879, S.3911. aUNC £100.00

Queen Victoria Shield Sovereign

1847 (M.30) g/VF £510.00

1849 (M.32) gVF £470.00

1851 (M.34) gVF £320.00

1852 (M.35) nUNC £680.00

1852 (M.35) gEF, with lustre £420.00

1855 (M.38) aUNC £570.00

1856 (M.39) gEF £390.00

1857 (M.40) nUNC £600.00

1860 (M.43) aEF £420.00

1861 (M.44) VF £290.00

1861 (M.44) gVF £300.00

1861 (M.44) gVF £290.00

1862 (M.45) gVF/EF £320.00

1862 (M.45) VF £290.00

1863 (M.46) VF £290.00

1864 (M.49) gVF £290.00

1864 (M.49) aEF £320.00

1864 (M.49) gVF/EF £320.00

1864 (M.49) EF £350.00

U.K. Bullion Coins (CGT Exempt) Grade

Historically, Baird & Co has bought bars and coins from 

around the world and sold them through our website to 

retail investors and directly to other coin dealers. 

As a result of our own research, we have found that when 

we have made offers available on the website it takes 

some time for interested clients to notice and act on them, 

as understandably, they don’t always have our website 

open. Baird & Co is a very active international trading 

house and as a result we see bids and offers from around 

the world and domestically for small and large lots of coins, 

some of which we deal on. Disseminating what we 

consider to be good deals to clients or potential clients as 

soon as we have them, whether they be purchases or 

sales, has led us to the conclusion that to do so we should 

publish the deals and e-mail them out, so “The Insider” was 

born.

“The Insider” will be published on www.bairdmint.com and 

will also be sent out on an ad hoc basis to interested clients 

and counterparts when we have 

what we consider to be good offers and/or bids to show. 

This may just be for 1 type of coin, but will more likely be 

for a variety of bullion and numismatic coins and sets. Also, 

if we see anything of interest in the precious metals 

markets we will include a small commentary piece. 

All offers and bids shown on the insider can be acted upon 

by calling the trading desk on 0207 474 1000 or e-mailing 

us at sales@bairdmint.com , but given the nature of the 

publication and the immediate nature of some or all of the 

bids and offers, transactions will be on a first come, first 

served basis.

If you are interested in becoming a subscriber to “The 

Insider”, please let us know and we will add your contact 

details to the list. This list will not be shared with third 

parties and will only be used to send you your copy of the 

publication. 
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1864 (M.49) EF £340.00

1864 (M.49) VF £290.00

1865 (M.50) gVF/EF £300.00

1866 (M.51) gEF/nUNC £350.00

1869 (M.53) aEF £320.00

1869 (M.53) aEF £310.00

1869 (M.53) aEF £300.00

1869 (M.53) gEF/nUNC £330.00

1869 (M.53) gVF £290.00

1869 (M.53) gEF £330.00

1869 (M.53) EF £330.00

1869 (M.53) gVF/nEF £310.00

1869 (M.53) gEF £330.00

1869 (M.53) gVF £290.00

1871 (M.55) gVF £290.00

1872M (M.59) VF £320.00

1872 (M.47) gVF £300.00

1872 (M.56) gVF £290.00

1872S (M.70) EF £330.00

1872 (M.56) gEF/nUNC £350.00

1872 (M.47) gEF/nUNC £350.00

1872 (M.47) EF £320.00

1872M (M.59) VF £300.00

1873 (M.57) VF £290.00

1877S (M.73) gVF £290.00

1877S (M.73) gEF/nUNC £350.00

1878S (M.74) aUNC with lustre £380.00

1878S (M.74) gVF/EF £320.00

1879S (M.75) gVF £290.00

1884S (M.80) gEF/nUNC £350.00

1884S (M.80) aEF £330.00

1884S (M.80) gEF/nUNC £350.00

1886S (M.82) aUNC with lustre £380.00

1886S (M.82) aUNC £350.00

Sydney Mint Reverse, 1866 VF £360.00

Queen Victoria Veiled Head Sovereigns

1894S (M.163) gEF £290.00

1895M (M.155) gEF £290.00

1897M (M.166) gEF £290.00

1898M (M.158) gEF £290.00

1899M (M.159) gEF £290.00

1899P (M.171) Scarce VF £290.00

1901M (M.161) gEF £290.00

King Edward VII

1902 London (M.174) aUNC £290.00

1908 Perth (M.201) aUNC £290.00

1909 Melbourne (M.193) aUNC £290.00

King George V

1911 Ottawa (M.221) Scarce UNC £320.00

1913 Sydney (M.273) aUNC £300.00

1914 Melbourne (M.232) UNC £320.00

1914 Perth (M.253) aUNC £290.00

1914 Sydney (M.274) aUNC £300.00

1915 Melbourne (M.233) BrUNC £320.00

1915 Perth (M.254) UNC £300.00

1915 Sydney (M.275) UNC £300.00

1916 Melbourne (M.234) BrUNC £350.00

1916 Perth (M.255) UNC £290.00

1916 Sydney (M.276) UNC £300.00

1917 Ottawa (M.225) Rare aUNC £400.00

1917 Melbourne (M.235) UNC £300.00

1917 Perth (M.256) UNC £300.00

1917 Sydney (M.278) UNC £300.00

1918 Bombay (M.228) aUNC £290.00

1918 Melboune (M.236) aUNC £290.00

1918 Ottawa (M.226) Scarce UNC £350.00

1918 Perth (M.257) UNC £290.00

1918 Sydney (M.278) UNC £300.00

1923 Melbourne (M.241) Scarce BrUNC £380.00

1925 Sydney (M.285) UNC £290.00

1926 Melbourne (M.244) aUNC £290.00

1931 Perth (M.270) UNC £290.00

1932 Pretoria (M.296) UNC £300.00

George V War Years Sovereigns

1914 Melbourne Bullion VF-EF £13.00

1914 Perth Bullion VF-EF £13.00

1914 Sydney Bullion VF-EF £14.00

1915 Melbourne Bullion VF-EF £15.00

1915 Perth Bullion VF-EF £14.00

1915 Sydney Bullion VF-EF £15.00

1916 Melbourne Bullion VF-EF £18.00

1916 Perth Bullion VF-EF £18.00

1916 Sydney Bullion VF-EF £19.00

1916 London Bullion VF-EF £25.00

1917 Melbourne Bullion VF-EF £20.00

1917 Perth Bullion VF-EF £19.00

1917 Sydney Bullion VF-EF £20.00

1918 Melbourne Bullion VF-EF £18.00

1918 Perth Bullion VF-EF £19.00

1918 Sydney Bullion VF-EF £18.00

1918 Bombay Bullion VF-EF £23.00

Elizabeth II, Proof gold two pounds, 2011, Mary Rose commemorative. FDC £750.00

Elizabeth II, Proof gold two pounds, 2013, 350th anniv. of the guinea. In box with certificate. FDC £700.00

Elizabeth II Proof Sovereigns (all boxed with certificate)

1980 FDC £300.00

1982 FDC £320.00

1998 FDC £350.00

1998 FDC £350.00

1999 FDC £350.00

2000 FDC £350.00

2001 FDC £350.00

2004 FDC £330.00

2006 FDC £330.00

2007 FDC £300.00

2008 FDC £330.00

2009 FDC £330.00

2010 FDC £330.00

2011 FDC £330.00

2013 FDC £375.00

Elizabeth II Proof Half Sovereigns (all boxed with certificates)

1980 FDC £130.00

1982 FDC £165.00

1984 FDC £155.00

1988 FDC £180.00

1998 FDC £165.00

1999 FDC £165.00

2002 FDC £190.00

2004 FDC £175.00

2005 FDC £190.00

2007 FDC £170.00

2006 FDC £170.00

2010 FDC £180.00

Proof quarter sovereign, 2012. In box of issue with certificate. FDC £95.00

Elizabeth II  sets

Proof Four coin sovereign set, 1992. In original case of issue FDC £2,350.00

Proof Four Ccoin sovereign set 2001. In original case of issue. FDC £2,350.00

Proof Three coin sovereign set, 1987. In original case of issue. FDC £915.00

Proof Three coin sovereign set, 1988. In original case of issue. FDC £915.00

Royal Sovereign Collection. Contains 21 sovereigns between 1957 and 2003 inc 2002 mostly UNC 8%


